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CONFIDENTIAL
No offering is made or intended by this document. Any offering of interests in Playtreks bv will be made only in compliance with the appropriate laws of
Belgium.
This document includes confidential and proprietary information of and regarding Playtreks.This document is provided for informational purposes only. You
may not use this document except for informational purposes, and you may not reproduce this document in whole or in part or divulge any of its contents
without the prior written consent of playtreks bv. By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by these restrictions and limitations.
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Introduction

Music represents an important pillar in our culture. It is an essential component of global diversity and has the
potential to bring about positive social change. Music also has a huge economic impact, generating more than
21 billion in sales annually. Over the last ten years, the global music industry has been heavily influenced by
digital initiatives as well as increasing competition from all kinds of global players.
All this has resulted in many changes in the way music is created, produced, distributed, consumed, and
monetized. The music industry is constantly changing (new business models, new ways of interactivity,
increasing audiences). However, many challenges remain, one example is the lack of transparency within the
industry. Playtreks, intends to solve many of these challenges by bridging the data gap, this being the
difference between data on the digital platforms, and the data available for artists.
Playtreks exists to democratize the industry by providing transparency using technology such as block-chain
and artificial intelligence. All the innovation we create, is being exposed as fast as we humanly can.

What does the music industry look like today?
o

Global revenue grew with 7.4%

o

Physical revenue declined with 4.7% (4.2 billion)

o

Growth in paid streaming revenue was 18.5% (13.4 billion)

o

Performance rights revenue declined with 10.1%

o

62.1% streaming share of global revenue

o

Global revenue in 2020 was 21.6 billion US$

o

DIY artist revenue surpassed 1 billion in revenue for the first time ever
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What are the problems to solve?

Playtreks solution
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Playtreks Company
Playtreks, officially registered as a company on June 23, 2020, based in Hasselt, Belgium currently with fifteen
employees. The Playtreks platform was released as a public beta in January 2021, and generally available to
the public in April 2021. Playtreks exists to make the global music industry more transparent for artists,
producers, composers, record labels, songwriters, and anyone with an artistic or economic interest in a world
characterized as a gated community with high, almost impenetrable barriers.
Playtreks is also the product, it’s a data analytics platform for the music industry, enabling users to analyze the
acquired data and use as required. Playtreks data analytics services assist in product development, identifying
potential market gaps and opportunities, improve efficiency, extend reach and much more.
Ultimately, Playtreks is a SaaS marketing intelligence platform providing full transparency about the
performance of content available on a wide variety of digital services, including Spotify, Apple Music, social
media, content sharing platforms and more.
The playtreks platform contributes to the promotion of diversity, creativity, and innovation in the music
industry. Our starting motive therefore is to promote, develop diversity and talent, to innovate an outdated
industry by making “invisible" data visible and offering this in an intuitive form, on a global basis and without
restrictions. Playtreks is an indisputable Data Analytics platform at its core, with attached to it, powerful
functions such as a block-chain powered marketplace and music distribution making use of the power of NonFungible-Tokens, Digital Proof of Ownership, and global radio airplay monitoring.
We announced our blockchain layer, as well as our crypto token TREKS in June 2021 and are live since late Q3
2021.

What is the Playtreks platform?
Playtreks was developed with the idea of making the performance of music transparent and accessible,
regardless of the user who subscribes to playtreks, and regardless of the artist or music one wants to follow
/analyze.
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Playtreks is built around having a central personalized Artist Dashboard. This Artist Dashboard gives the user
the opportunity to view, among other things:
o
o
o
o

Which playlists music by the chosen artist is placed
How the music has developed in terms of performance e.g., release date, after promotion, today
Compare artists, both on streaming and on all social media platforms
Gain insights into how to have their music heard by a larger audience (every "stream" earns money).

Ultimately the user gets a complete picture of where and when the music of the chosen artist is played. Not
only with the aim of understanding what can be done better to ultimately generate more sales, but also to
gain insight into the revenues from the played music.

On the road to success
Playtreks is uniquely qualified to succeed because of the following reasons:
•

Our product is superior to our single function competitors because we are a first mover in the field of
bringing the most essential requirements in the music industry together in one platform using state of
the art technology such as artificial driven data analytics and blockchain-based music distribution to
all major platforms such as Spotify, Deezer, apple music and many more.

•

Our management team has unique experience in the industry including launching successful new
technologies, knowledge of the music industry and business in general, understanding of deep tech
and the ability to grow a company. The management team has realized several exits, raised capital,
and has been active in mergers and acquisitions.

•

Location: we are headquartered in Belgium, yet our team is spread all over the world, we serve a
global community of artists, producers, songwriters, record labels and all those who care about music.
Being a true SaaS platform, location is less important.
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•

Technology: We have developed a scalable SaaS platform that enable us to provide high quality
products/services and the ability to quickly add new modules. The platform is based on modern
programming languages such as React, the implementation of our own blockchain layer, the usage of
artificial intelligence and machine learning as well as the interfacing to many data sources.

•

We have Intellectual Property that gives us an advantage over our competitors. Our IP includes having
built the whole platform by ourselves. We are currently investigating whether it is worth applying for
patents.

•

Since going live in April 2021, we already added 3000+ users. Current marketing activities include the
conversion from free to paying users.

•

Marketing: We have unique marketing skill sets that enable us to attract new customers at a low cost
These skill sets include understanding the guerrilla way of doing marketing. When going forward this
is one of the points of attention, turning the company into a professionally driven marketing
company.

•

Successes achieved to date: We have already accomplished the following which positions us for
future success. The addition of users, the implementation of our technology, the partnerships, and
the recognition from the industry. Not to forget mentioning, building a great talented team!

A unique ALL IN ONE platform for the music industry
What makes Playtreks extremely unique is the combination of the ALL - IN - ONE analytics platform combined
with being a music distributor, and the block-chain based marketplace. This combination removes an
enormous amount of non-transparency, providing an unprecedented amount of information to the artist, with
the aim of improving their revenue stream, making data transparent, and since multiple platforms are
supported, an intuitive environment from which the artist has all the necessary information about music
performance at their fingertips
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Why is a meta data analytics company needed?
According to the music press, artists and labels were paid 1.1% less of the total money handed over to US
consumers to music "retailers" - which today stand for streaming services - than in 2016. That percentage
statistic might not sound like a big number, but remember this, 1.1% of the total music retail revenues in the
US last year adds up to 108 million!
A commonly established reason for many problems is METADATA. In this industry, metadata most commonly
refers to the song credits you see on the streaming services, but it also includes all the underlying information
related to a released song, album, or music in general, including titles, songwriter, composer, producer, ISRC
(international standard recording code) and other identifiers like ISNI and IPI.
One of we the reasons we created Playtreks, is exactly this. We collect, aggregate all kinds of data to present
to an artist, upon which they are always in the know.
METADATA may sound boring, but as it turns out, it is the most important, complex, and broken part of the
music industry.
As metadata is the core of Playtreks, and since we have released our marketplace, the combination of these
two components is golden for any artist, whether DIY or mainstream. We provide a marketplace where artists
can earn significantly more than on any other music service. Artists can make use of their popularity insights,
streaming stats, radio airplay to set prices for their creations, and when minted into NFT can proof the
uniqueness of their product.
Music professionals must be agile, test and experiment, find new solutions, and learn on the fly. To do this
properly, you need tools that can quickly reflect the impact of a marketing decision.
Democratization of the music industry
The need for a platform like Playtreks, where all possible data sources are used to give rights holders visibility
into where their product is used is imminent in an industry which is full of data obstacles.
Since we started developing Playtreks, the democratization of the industry has been a prime motive. We serve
the market of DO IT YOURSELF (independent artists who work without a record label) artists through real-time
insight but are not limited to the DIY artist. Provide insight on the performance of existing music, as well as to
give direction to the artists how to make their music even more audible and to ensure that they obtain what
they are entitled to. In Playtreks, we are happy to guide artists in how to address potential fans through socalled prescriptive measures.
Why is this important?
There is no general definition of what an artist is, or clarity about how they operate. Are they self-employed or
purely hobbyist? The remuneration system is unclear, largely due to non-transparent reporting systems. A
good example is the current situation regarding COVID-19. Many artists do not even know when royalties will
be paid, and it is well known that many artists have little or no buffer. When the number of live performances
drops, these creative people fall into a big black hole being solely dependent on digital initiatives.
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What is the Blockchain technology about?
Treks Token:
TREKS is our standard ERC-20 token and most supported token in PlayTreks and currently used in the PlayTreks
marketplace. There is a total supply of 10 million of TREKS in total.
Our team has spent a lot of time making sure that by using TREKS as our custom token, users can create &
purchase music as NFT (Non-fungible tokens) from PlayTreks’ very own blockchain based marketplace.
The initial value of TREKS was $0.05 and as we are growing, we want to use the power of TREKS to make it
easy and effective to create and purchase NFT in the Playtreks ecosystem with no need for specific technical
knowledge as well as complete trust and transparency.
We are currently listed on Coinsbit and coming soon to other centralized crypto exchanges. Also, you can
currently swap tokens for Treks in the Ethereum and Polygon network and more networks coming soon!

Marketplace:
NFT are an exciting frontier within the digital music economy. They are a new, powerful tool for both
artists and fans. They are used to share new and unique work from your favorite artists, crowdfund
concept albums and cross-artist collaborations, create limited album art, inserts, and experiential media,
drop backstage passes to lucky super fan.
Our plan for the marketplace is to be encompassing in all these from selling limited album art and songs to
concert tickets, to backstage passes, to rights to use songs in jingles and movies and more, we want to make
sure users become addicted. While Treks is available as a currency and utility token. We also support DAI,
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MATIC and WETH in polygon chain and these can be interchanged (swapped) for each other in the same
platform.

Our marketplace is primarily an NFT marketplace, yet it is so much more as we intend to make it a full portfolio
platform, where you can buy NFT, sell NFT, stream music, request right to use (MICRO SYNC), swap tokens,
crowdfund projects, set up collectibles, sell percentages of your music project to investor as NFT and yes, fully
transparent. The average fee we charge on full transactions is 2.5% - 3% which is very low compared to other
marketplaces.
While we are not here to replace Spotify or others, we are here to give you a chance to digitize your projects
with NFT and collectibles for your fans and investors and do this in a decentralized form with a complete antitrust system.
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Playtreks Sync:
Playtreks (micro) sync feature is a coming soon feature that let’s you stream an artist music on the
marketplace platform and gets you temporary right to use the song in places with short severity like Tiktok,
short films or twitter, whilst maintaining full reference to the artist. To have full access or right to use in
situations with high severity like movies or series, you’ll have to buy the NFT minted for the song.
Tokenomics:
TREKS is not just a currency; it is a chance to govern your work and access exclusive features.
XTREKS is our coming soon utility token to make available more exclusive features like voting for top/ best
songs chart, increase royalty for secondhand sales from 2.5% to 3% on request and more. XTREKS will only be
staked to TREKS and can be bought from the Playtreks marketplace.
Playtreks gives everyone the freedom to share, monetize, and listen to any audio. Thanks to
TREKS, our users can earn a voice in the platform’s future through active contributions to the network.
Playtreks will live forever, owned, and operated by a decentralized community of artists, developers,
and fans collaborating to defend the world’s music catalog and marketplace.

TREKS Token Flow Architecture

Stake TREKS to secure the platform, and in return receive a share of network fees, governance weight, and
exclusive feature unlocks.
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Initial Coin Offering:
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Our Initial coin offering comes up later this year and will be done in two ways. The first is you can buy TREKS
through sending ETH to a smart contract in Ethereum or MATIC to one in Polygon and get TREKS sent to that
exact address. The second is the direct one where you invest, and we send TREKS to your wallet.
We reserve 1.5 million TREKS for our investors at $ 0.25 per token and reserved 1.5 million Treks for our initial
Coin Offering at $ 0.50 per token. After this the price of Treks can only go up.
XTREKS will not be sold at the initial coin offering but will be staked to 0.50 Treks as the starting value.
The revenue is intended to cover the cost of marketing, direct sales, and the launch of a global PR and
advertising campaign.
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What makes Playtreks extremely unique is the combination of the ALL - IN - ONE analytics platform combined
with being a music distributor, and the block-chain based marketplace? This combination removes an
enormous amount of non-transparency, providing an unprecedented amount of information to the artist, with
the aim of improving their revenue stream, making data transparent, and since multiple platforms are
supported, an intuitive environment from which the artist has all the necessary information about music
performance at their fingertips.
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View data on platforms manually?
Ok, the data is there. HOWEVER, to complete the picture, more is needed when looking at the performance on
one platform. The problem lies in the fineness and correctness of the data, which requires multiple sources
(Playtreks matches data from Spotify, for example, with data from Musicbrainz or wikidata, etc. to get a higher
quality of Metadata), to avoid mistakes that record labels and distributors have unwittingly created when
making the music available on these platforms.
The data that the streaming platforms make available is primarily to enable buying of advertising campaigns on
that platform, and not to offer transparency to artists about the actual popularity, performance, and potential
income.
We therefore try ourselves as a data aggregator for the music industry. The artist-related data in Playtreks is
already more complete and provides a clearer picture than any platform in the industry. In brief,
o

The "first-party" data that the streaming platforms make available usually only has one purpose, and
that is to buy advertising campaigns on that platform, and not to offer transparency to artists about
the actual popularity, performance and not to forget the possible income.

o

Playtreks offers a clear concept for data segmentation across the industry and all possible music and
content sharing platforms

o

Playtreks provides insight into the performance of music for the benefit of the artist, songwriter,
composer, producer, and anyone who wants to understand more about music

o

Playtreks offers a clear solution, a solution that is greatly desired by the industry, the DO-IT-YOURSELF
artists, and the streaming platforms
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What are the alternatives to Playtreks?

Market overview
Sometimes it seems that there is an endless list of streaming, social media, and digital radio station platforms
and that all of these define the music business. The digital world has given artists many opportunities to
promote music, connect with fans, and ultimately grow their careers. The flip side of all these platforms is: it is
difficult to monitor performance across all platforms and mediums available as they are mostly "First-Party"
data only.
Billions of data points are generated every second, and the reason we have created Playtreks is to monitor,
structure and organize all this data. This to make it clear and understandable, and to be able to present in the
right form to everyone in the music industry, or at least to those who sign up for Playtreks.
What we know as a typical music analysis tool kit contains several platform specific and aggregation solutions.
Some of these tools provide a snapshot of certain stages of an artist career. Other solutions, such as Playtreks,
provide a much more complete picture across platforms.
The preceding paragraph describes the current world of analysis and music distribution tools, which is also
where the base version of Playtreks resides, along with the other competitors on the market. With Playtreks as
described earlier we go much further than any other solution. The difference between what has been offered
to date and what we intend to do can be a landslide in the industry.
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What kind of music data analytics platforms are out there?

a) "First-party" data and built-in social media analysis tools
These are the built-in tools offered by the streaming services. These tools provide critical insights such as
where the fans are, demographic info, and more. The negative side of these tools is that the built-in tools are
only for the respective platform, and do not provide insights from other channels.
b) Social media platforms such as Facebook have their own way of showing how many likes etc. Like the builtin Digital Streaming Platform tools, they offer a snapshot of the performance on the platform in question. The
value of this is limited without the ability to access data from other platforms.
c) Distributor dashboards - Many distributors have their own dashboard, which displays more data, yet "FirstParty" data only, about the performance of an artist.
d) Cross channel data analytics (Playtreks, Soundcharts, Chartmetrics)
A cross channel music analysis solution collects data from many streaming, social media, and content-sharing
platforms as well as from other media, to ultimately provide a streamlined view of an artist's career. Collecting
and aggregating this data requires knowledge and time to find out where data can be found, reproduce it
correctly, how to capitalize this data, and ultimately convert it into actionable insights.
e) social media is probably the most important tool for any artist. However, the built-in tools are limited, and
to take the right actions it is highly desirable to have tracking tools to track every mention on the web.
All in all, Playtreks is a platform that contributes to promoting diversity, creativity, and innovation. Our
competition in the analytics area is limited to Soundcharts and Chartmetrics, two companies that focus
entirely on the professional market of record labels, supported by a high monthly fee, with Playtreks targeting
the millions of DO-IT-YOURSELF artists, a group that grows every day. We do this by offering a very competitive
monthly fee in return for a more than compelling innovative offering, without any compromise on
functionality.
To grow into a relevant company, we have defined a clear roadmap, which should be able to attract thousands
of users by the end of 2023, and in which we want to go even further. The functionality, driven by artificial
intelligence and blockchain, in which artists get new possibilities with the purpose of growing their careers,
based on actual, relevant, and correct data.
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Users on Playtreks
We have several kinds of main users. Consumers, creators (DIY artists, virtual record labels), Analysts, and
record labels. The consumer is a user who is a music fan, follow their favorite musicians or creators. They have
an account and can make purchases on the Playtreks marketplace.
Creators use Playtreks to upload music for distribution to traditional streaming services, and also to the
Playtreks marketplace, where content is converted into Non-Fungible Tokens. The creators receive TREKS
tokens as a welcoming gift while we are in early adoption modus.
Record Labels receive the same privilege as creators, as eventually they represent creators on their respective
rosters.

Subscriptions

Who is behind Playtreks
Anjo De Heus, serial entrepreneur, innovator with a long standing in bringing companies successfully to
market, started Playtreks in 2020. Anjo is recognized for designing and successfully implementing
transformational initiatives. With over 25 years of strategy, innovation and commercial experience, a focus on
people development, change management and stakeholders’ engagement, including operational and
executive leadership, he served and created several companies, which all made a lasting impression in their
respective areas of expertise. Today he runs a diversified entertainment and media company with ventures
integrating music, data, and technology. Guided by his vision, he combines creativity, the ability to engage
global audiences, and an understanding of "what’s next" to deliver innovative ideas as a leading architect of
popular culture. Together with the respective teams he strives to give our clients the ultimate experience they
are looking for.
Robbert Vroegindeweij, digital entrepreneur, former DJ and producer, currently serving Playtreks as COO. Rob
has a lifelong experience with building digital applications, creating and producing music, as well in building
strong teams. Rob's experience comes to life in everything you see when you subscribe to Playtreks, from
understanding how to effectively navigate from one powerful function, to analyzing the data.
Rob and Anjo have been in business together for several years, which started with the inception of Massence
Records, an indie record label which is still active in the wonderful world of music, and through which both
partners have gained a lot of understanding of the mishaps in the music industry.
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The Playtreks team
The team behind Playtreks has a mixed background, from data science masters, music, marketing, internet
development, social media, and software development, but also in launching new platforms / companies. The
Go to Market knowledge is available and the diversity of our team is something we are very proud of.
After having done our own market studies, which confirmed previous statements, it was time to bundle
knowledge and eventually create Playtreks.
Our goal in the first version was unambiguously to solve the problem of opening so-called Data Gates. To be
solved with the aim of collecting and analyzing targeted data and presenting the correlated result in an up-todate, innovative platform.
The founders and major shareholders are, Anjo De Heus and Robbert Vroegindeweij
Playtreks is backed by several individual investors, a crowdfunding community, and a venture capital
investment firm.
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Playtreks platform progress

milestones
o

2019/2020 we tested, interviewed, experimented, started working on the first version

o

2020, June, we officially registered PlayTreks BV as a company

o

2020, September, raised money from angel investors

o

2021, early January, PlayTreks Beta released

o

2021, March, enormous amount of music releases uploaded and start of exponential growth

o

2021, April, end of public beta and platform officially live

o

2021, May, integration of block-chain, providing even more transparency for our users

o

2021, August, global radio airplay monitoring introduced

o

2021, September, launch of our Digital Proof of Ownership functionality

o

2021, September, launch of our block-chain based marketplace

o
o
o

2021, October, the release of our official token, TREKS, to be continued…….
2021, November, launch of TREKS at Coinsbit.io & Tokpie.com
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Snapshot of Playtreks since inception:
•

Date of formation: June 23rd, 2020

•

Legal structure: BV

•

Office location(s): Hendrik van Veldeke Singel 150-138, 3500 Hasselt, Belgium

•

Business stage: serving customers

•

Prior funding rounds were received: 475K between 06/20 and 10/21

•

Products and services were launched: public beta 1/1/21, live 15/4/21

•

Revenue milestones were reached: first paying customers

•

Blockchain/NFT released September 2021

•

Key partnerships were executed: OMI, IAFAR, MusiCasa, AIM, W-Festival and more
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